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Dear County Councilmembers,
First of all, I want to thank King County Council for all you’ve done for digital
equity, internet access and addressing community digital gaps.
We know that you’re prepared to comprehensively address this issue and we
applaud the county's efforts to study this in the 2020 Broadband Access Study.
Upgrade King County is an all-volunteer working group that supports the work
of Share The Cities Action Fund -- our legislative advocacy nonprofit.
Publicly funded fiber should be owned by a public entity. This way the public owns
control of how the fiber is used.
The entity can lease the fiber to non-profits, cooperatives or private companies in
the same way King County leases fibers from Wave and Comcast for I-Net.
-----

We've attached a few more references that inform our thinking about why fiber
built alongside the EasTrail should become a public broadband spine for East
King County.
For example, $212 per month for internet (see Renton School study info
attached) is a significant burden that Renton families are bearing -- the
outcome of not having a public option for high speed internet.

We need to get those costs down and the market won't do it. Also, 47% of
people being unaware of discount programs is a dramatic problem. We are
seeing this right now with the FCC's Emergency Broadband Benefit by for profit
companies that isn't trickling down to community members. The money is

sitting there unspent. It is terrible.

This is something the government would do a much better job at -- helping
people get connected to the discount programs they deserve to be connected to
-- lowering their utility burden, which will make stronger communities
across our county!
I believe this is a consumer protection issue. We have waited too long and
too much harm has come from the current exploitative systems. We
can't ignore it anymore - because of the pandemic. We have an opportunity
now to do better for our communities.

Please be creative and future-thinking and move the county towards public
broadband. Our communities deserve faster speeds and public broadband options.
Publicly funded fiber should be owned by a public entity. This way the public owns
control of how the fiber is used.

(I'm writing today on behalf of the 40+ volunteers in Upgrade King County, but I'm also a renter in
98119 who has experienced a lot of internet challenges while living in Seattle).

-Laura Loe
She/Her
Executive Director
Share The Cities Action Fund

